SEMINAR

Alternative investments the way to diversify
Guests at a recent Alternative Investment
seminar organised by GoldMoney, heard how
now is the time to take a look at their investment
portfolios and consider if they are adequately
diversified. The panel of experts included:
Alasdair Macleod, GoldMoney’s Head of
Research, Nigel Pascoe, Skipton International’s
Director of Lending and Keith Heddle,
Stanley Gibbons’ Group Investment Director.
The discussion covered investing in precious
metals, UK buy-to-let property and rare
stamps and coins.
Alasdair Macleod shared some of his research
which shows the trend in recent years for
gold to be held in the east, leaving the west
with low stocks: ‘Gold has traditionally been
used as a store of wealth, a hedge against
inflation and financial risk as opposed to a
get rich quick investment. In the West our
currencies no longer have anywhere near
enough gold to back them up as limited global
stocks are being increasingly bought up by the
east, in particular China and India. This has
implications for stocks of monetary gold in
the west should we ever need to rely on
gold again as backing for our currencies.’
Skipton International’s Nigel Pascoe said the
UK property market is attracting increasing
interest from Channel Islanders: ‘The rising
UK property market is seen by many Islanders
as providing opportunities especially with the
restricted supply of buy-to-let properties in
Jersey; so we’re seeing people come to us who
are looking at the UK as a good investment
option. Property is seen an inflation protector,
and investors are hoping they’ll have a rising
asset value as well as rental income. Many
look at it as part of their retirement plan.’
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Keith Heddle from Stanley Gibbons dispelled
some common myths about stamp collecting,
including that it’s a dying hobby: ‘The Chinese
and the Indians are avid stamp collectors and
when you consider that the number of High Net
Worth Individuals in the Asia Pacific region alone
jumped over 17% last year, according to the
latest Capgemini and RBC Wealth management
survey, you can see why both stamp and coin
collecting is buoyant. This is evidenced by the
GB250 index which has seen an 11.96%
compound annual growth since 2002.’
All three warned that past performance
cannot be relied upon and alternatives
should be viewed as investments to be held
over the longer time, not get rich quick
schemes, also how much of a portfolio to
invest is down to individual circumstances.
For more information contact:
E: hayley.dewar@goldmoney.com
T: 01534 633900
or visit www.goldmoney.com
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